
EZTalks Announces Latest Release of Windows 2.3.0 

with NewUser Interface 

 

EZTalks Inc., the industry leading video conferencing software and service 

provider, is pleased to announce Windows 2.3.0 with totally brand new user 

interface (UI). 

 

Delray Beach, FloridaAugust 28, 2015, 

 

EZTalks, today’s leading video conferencing software, is pleased to announce Windows 

2.3.0 with totally brand new user interface.The modern and streamlined functionality of 

EZTalks for Windows 2.3.0will provide customers with a refreshedvisually-appealing 

user-interface, which is also very user-friendly. 

 

EZTalks for Windows 2.3.0with brand new user interface (UI) is designed to simplify things 

and highlight each function module, most importantly, make the whole interface more 

attractive and comfortable. This simple tool allows you to host video conferencing with 

anyone, anywhere, at any time in high definition format and work together for achieving 

the same goal, an increasing number of companies having realized the benefits of 

EZTalks, communicating and sharing data with EZTalks often contributes to strengthen 

cooperation, emphasize communication, and improve efficiency. 

 

EZTalks allows you to hold online meeting with 3 people for free. It offers a full range of 

functions for your online meeting, such as HD video, multiparty video communication, file 

sharing, screen sharing, whiteboard, annotation and drawing, public/private chat, remote 

support etc. 

 

“Many of our customers predominantly use our product to host business meetings or 

conduct online education, so it’s important to keep our software fresh and functional,” Said 

Jack Zhang, EZTalks’ Global Marketing Director. “Our customers are always the major 

driven force of EZTalks’ development, and we think they will be especially delighted with 

the latest version of the EZTalks for Windows 2.3.0 UI. In addition to that, our APPs have 

been available on Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play store for some time,it’s easier 

than ever to get the high-quality video conferencing experience that lets you work better, 

face-to-face, even when you’re on the go.” 

 

EZTalks currently offers free 3 attendees account, however, if there are more than 3 

attendees involved, you can turn to EZTalks premium plans, which offers multiuser 

account such as Premium 10/30/50/100. You can order these premium versions on a 

monthly or annual basis. EZTalks provides all-in-one total solution with Cloud-Based, 

On-Premise, Room-Based and hardware solutions to customize your own flexible and 



scalable platform. 

 

Free download EZTalks for Windowsfrom the Download Center and host free online 

meeting and HD video conference. 

 

About EZTalks:  

EZTalks Inc. is a professional online video conferencing provider dedicated to make cloud 

collaboration ubiquitous and services to the worldwide customer which is best for 

conducting online education, presenting business demos, doing online training, hosting 

online meetings, offering remote support etc. Besides, we also offer On-Premise Solution 

to customize flexible and scalable platform on your own server and platform. 

 

Facebook：https://www.facebook.com/pages/EZTalks/579946725470492 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/eztalks  

G+: https://plus.google.com/+Eztalks/posts 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/EZTalksoftware  

Contact: 

EZTalks PR Team  

Website: http://www.eztalks.com  

Email: press(at)eztalks(dot)com 
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